
Beagle Expeditions, in collaboration with Helicopter Horizons, offers our guests the opportunity to book a private helicopter 
safari for the duration of your safari. Transfers that are direct & private, operated at wildlife viewing height for potential 
sightings, conducted by our knowledgeable pilots, with the addition of unique Botswana experiences included in the rate. 
Adding to your already incredible Botswana itinerary, you can now partake in a guided air safari experience as well.
 
Itinerary includes all camps and lodges within the Okavango Delta, Linyanti Region, and the Makgadikgadi Pans.

INCLUDED EXPERIENCES
 
6 & 7 NIGHT ITINERARIES  - choose ONE of the below experiences
8, 9 & 10 ITINERARIES  - choose TWO of the below experiences
*Available from any Okavango Delta and Linyanti property.

All prices are per person and require a minimum of two guests.
All transfers are PRIVATE & DIRECT 
Pick up and drop off is directly at camp (limited exceptions where we have to use airstrips)
Lower altitude flying for wildlife sightings & headsets for each guest for a guided air safari experience.  
Assistance through customs clearance in both Maun or Kasane including all airport taxes.
30kg luggage per person in soft bags 
Victoria Falls or Livingstone pick up or drop off at a surcharge of US $ 505 per person (excludes cost of a visa).
All rates are valid from 2021 & 2022.
Should guests have to cancel due to health complications prior to arrival in Botswana they will be able to 
reschedule free of charge or receive a full refund.
Rates solely include helicopter transfers and experiences. Rates do not include accommodation.
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K W E E N E  T R A I L S
P R I V A T E  H E L I C O P T E R  S A F A R I S

4 night itinerary

PRIVATE SAFARI DURATIONS US $ RACK RATE PRICE
Per Person | Minimum 2 Pax

$ 2,115

5 night itinerary $ 2,640

6 night itinerary $ 3,170

7 night itinerary $ 3,700

8 night itinerary $ 4,230

9 night itinerary $ 4,760

10 night itinerary $ 5,285



DOORS OFF SCENIC FLIGHT
 

Moments after departing enjoy the breath-taking views seen only from a helicopter. 
Experience the crystal-clear water channels meandering their way through lagoons, 
while journeying deep into the lush green flood plains to explore the abundant 
wildlife of the Okavango region.  The doors off for an even better photographic 
experience while flying over some of the most remote, uninhabited and wild areas of 
the Okavango Delta. Scenic flights are conducted any time of day, with keen 
photographers usually preferring early morning or late afternoon. While some guests 
prefer flying during the siesta period in order to not miss other camp activities. 
*Alternatively can be replaced with a Conservation & Monitoring flight.

TSODILO HILLS EXPERIENCE
 

Explore the UNESCO World Heritage Site, firstly from the air and then by foot. This 
half-day trip includes a flight to Tsodilo Hills with a professional San guide who will 
explain the fascinating artwork found here, presenting a side of Botswana few 
travellers get to experience. The hike can be demanding, but the hills have an air and 
allure that is difficult to describe; perhaps they possess a draw that appeals to 
something within us all. *Rates solely include helicopter transfers and experiences. 
Rates do not include accommodation.

ECOEXSIT LIFE WITH ELEPHANTS EXPERIENCE
 

The Ecoexist Project seeks to reduce conflict and foster coexistence between 
elephants and people, empowering farmers with practical, affordable, and effective 
tools to deter crop-raiding. We begin by discussing with the village elders the day to 
day challenges of living amongst Elephants, including safety and procedures to 
protect village crops. After traditional singing and dancing guests, will then be taken 
on a walk to experience all aspects of village life, including visiting the local school, 
housing, transportation by donkey drawn cart, access to water, local arts & crafts and 
a visit with the local blacksmith.

ELEPHANT HAVENS EXPERIENCE
 

Elephant Havens is a non-profit organization. The orphanage rescues and hand-rears 
orphaned and abandoned baby elephants, with the goal of eventually releasing them 
back into the wild alongside other elephants. In an ideal world there would be no 
animals in captivity, Helicopter Horizons is delighted to be supporting a genuine 
conservation organisation who’s main goal is rehabilitation and the total interest of 
animal welfare. This excursion includes return helicopter transfers, interaction with 
orphaned elephants guided by informed and knowledgeable handlers and a donation 
to the organisation.

DOORS OFF SCENIC FLIGHT - 
MAKGADIKGADI EXPERIENCE
One of the largest Salt Pans in the world this dramatic landscape offers incredible 
scenes over the endless horizons. Makgadikgadi is home to the famous Kubu Island 
which hosts a collection of Baobab Trees formed on a granite island jutting out from 
this great expanse. From approximately January through to April tens of thousands of 
Wildebeest and Zebra can be spotted during their annual migration. From March until 
June a sea of Greater Flamingos can be spotted on the southern edge of the pans.

*Available from any Makgadikgadi Pans property.
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